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ABSTRACT

The problem of describing all —»-j—' states in two-magnon sector of ID periodic

5 = 5 chain with the Hamiltonian H = -\ YJj# P(J ~ t)^j; of spin interac-
tion via elliptic Weierstrass p function is investigated. It is proved that the set of
eigenvectors having Hermite-like form is complete.
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The interest to the Bethe solution of ID Heisnberg chain with nearest-neighbor ex-
change was almost coninuous during two last decades. A number of connections to group
theory and various integrable models in quantum low-dimensional physics have been es-
tablished but even until now some rather simple questions seem to be not understood. It
concerns also the completeness problem for the solutions to the Bethe-ansatz equations
for isotropic periodic S — \ chain. Due to the SU(2) invariance, the total number of
M-magnon states on ID lattice with N sites must be equal C$ for all Hamiltonians with
exchange spin interaction of the form

, - k (1)

N).

The M-magnon eigenvectors of (1) are given by

\1>M>= £ 0W(n,...n*)S-...S-jO>, (2)
l<nu,.nu<N

where |0 > is the ferromagnetic ground state with all spins up and completely symmet-
ric wave functions ^>(M' have to be determined from the eigenvalue problem H\ipM > =
S ^ I V ' M >• I*1 the nearest-neighbor case it can be reduced to solving the system of non-
linear algebraic equations [1]. The completeness problem in this case is formulated as
follows: does the set of nontrivial solutions to this system provide the required number
of eigenvectors (2)? Following Bethe himself, it was traditionally attacked within the
framework of string hypothesis in the large-N limit [2-5] or solved by numerical analysis
for finite N in the simplest two-magnon sector [6]. Both these approaches are in some
sense not satisfactory, but it is generally believed that the equations of the Bethe ansatz
are too complicated for rigorous mathematical treatment.

In this note I would like to show that the solution to the completeness problem is much
easier at least for two-magnon sector of the more complicated model with elliptic exchange
[7] which contains the nearest-neighbor case as some special limit. It is determined by
the Hamiltonian (1) with

h(j) = pO"),
where p(j) is the Weierstrass elliptic function with real period jV and purely imaginary
second period u>. In other words, it is defined on the complex torus T/v,u/ = C/ZN + Zw.

Unfortunately until now the general solution to this model is available only for infinite
lattice [8]. At finite N and M = 2 the eigenvectors of (1) have been obtained already
in [7] but the solutions of the Bethe-like equations have not been studied. It will be
seen later that, being even more complicated than their limits in the Bethe case (they
are transcendental but not algebraic), these equations can be analyzed more successfully
since one can use the results of the theory of meromorphic functions on complex tori for
their treatment.

First, it should be noted that for an arbitrary exchange spin interaction there are the
simplest "disconnected" states in each M-magnon sector defined as

M

= Y, i>{M-l)(n1...ni-1nj+1...nM), (3)



where i)>^M ^(ni...riM-i) is the wave function of (M-l)-magnon state. The energies of
the states with V"d and ip(M~l) coincide. Being too simple, the "disconnected" states
were not pointed out in [7] but they have to be taken into account if the problem of
completeness is under investigation.

The "connected" states in two-magnon sector of the model [7] are described by the
wave function V^(ni»n2) which cannot be represented in the form (3),

, (2>/ . _ exp[i(fcini + k2n2)]cr(n1 - n2 + 7) + exp[?(fcxra2 + k2ni)]tr(ni — n2 — 7)
<7(ni-n2)

(4)
It resembles the solution to the Lame equation found by Hermite [9] more than a

century ago. The Weierstrass <?'s in (4) can be defined through basic p function as
follows,

^ []
The parameters k\, k2 *xe expressed through the phase 7 since ^2\niyn2) rnust be peri-
odic in each argument,

hN- i??i7 = 27r/!, (5)

Here li,l2 G Z and r/j = 2( (^) ,*)2 = 2( (^). The Weierstrass ( function can be intro-
duced through either p or a ,

C(x) = ±ln<r(x),((x) = x-1

Unlike p{x), ((x) is not periodic. Nevertheless it also can be treated only on the torus
Tjv(W as the consequence of the relations

C(* + * ) = C(*) + fc, <(* + « ) -COO+ !&. (6)

The wave function (4) obeys the eigenproblem with the Hamiltonian (1) only if the fol-
lowing nonlinear constraint 1 for ki, k2 and 7 is fulfilled,

0, (7)

where

and (i(x) is the Weierstrass zeta function defined on the torus TiiU;.
The energies e^(k\, k2,f) of the eigenstates (4) were also found in [7]. The more

convenient form of e^(iki, &2,7)> which resembles eigenvalues of the differential Lame
operator -\ (j^ + £7) + 2p(»i - x2), is

fca,7) = J\^[f{kul) + /(fe, ~7)]2 + eo(fci,7) + ^0(^2, -7)

1the formulae for this constraint given on p.1153 of [7] contain some misprints which are corrected
here.
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where
2 r u u I 1

£o(&,7) = - CI(T) ~ ^C(x) - nPa; L 2 2 J 2

Note also that i^, rj2 and ??J = 2(I(^),T}'2 = 2^(^) obey the Legendre relations

(9)

With the use of (5),(6),(8) and (9) the constraint (7) can be rewritten as

At fixed values of /1, /2 (10) can be considered as transcendental equation for 7.
Let A be the manifold which consists of various sets {l\, I2 € Z, 7 € C} . Let us also call

two sets {/1, l^, 7} , {/J, f2) 7'} € A to be equivalent if the corresponding wave functions (4)
coincide up to unessential normalization factor. With the use of the conditions (5) and
quasiperiodicity of sigma functions one can show that the following five sets are equivalent
to each {/i,/2,7}»

(11)

{'1 + h h - J, 7 + j

where j € Z. So the manifold A is equivalent to its submanifold Ao defined by the relations

(12)

Let {A} be the variety of nonequivalent sets within Ao obeying the constraint Filto{iy) =
0. The problem now can be formulated as follows: how many elements are in {A} ? To
answer this question, it is useful to make some transformation of Eq.(10) at I2 = 0.

First, it is easy to prove on the base of (9) and quasiperiodicity of £'s that F[lti2(j) is
double periodic,

N) = F,lr,2(7), * U ( 7 + JVw) =

Moreover, one can use the relation

^ [C (I) - CN ( ^ ) ] , (13)



where CJV(X) is *ne ze*a function defined on the torus TJV,JVW- It follows immediately from
the Kiepert formula [9] which connects the Weierstrass p functions with periods (iV, OJ)
and (N, JVw),

J V - l

By using (13) and the scaling relation
form

= N(N(X) one can represent (10) in the

= 0. (14)

The periodicity of F^^if) now is explicit. As N > 2, there are N simple poles of Fiuo
within TJV.JVW They are located at 7 = ju>,0 < j < N — 1. According to the well-known
theorem in the theory of elliptic functions, there are just N roots of the equation (14)
within Ttf^u and at first sight {A} has to contain N2 elements. But this statement is not
correct since some sets with different roots may be equivalent.

Really, one can see that if 70 € TJV.JVW is a root of Eq.(14), then

7o = -7o [ - sign(/i

is also a root which lies within
Moreover, the sets {/i,0,7o} and {/i,0,7o} are equivalent due to the relations (11).

The final step consists in investigating the cases of 7̂  = 70. The analysis should be done
with some care so as to exclude the points 70W1 € Z at which ^,0(7) n a s poles but not
zeroes.

One can check that all the solutions to the equation 7̂  = 70 (with the exception of
7ow-1 € Z ) are indeed the roots of Eq.(14). The sets of these solutions are different
for N, l\ even or odd. So one has to distinguish four cases. If both N and /1 are even,
there are only two roots, \(N + 1\UJ) and \{N + I\u + Nu). For both JV and li odd, the
additional root \hu> is present. As N is odd and l\ even, the additional root is ^(N + 1\)UJ.
In the case of even N and odd l\ one has four roots since both \hw and (̂./V + li)u> obey
Eq.(14).

Note that all these roots are combinations of half-integer periods of the initial p
function defined on the torus TJV,W Hence the differences between arguments of two
sigma functions in the numerator of (4) are combinations of integer periods. But in this
case the wave function (4) can be simplified by using the standard relations

<r(x + N) =
N
— )]<r(x), a(x + u) =

to
—

After some calculations one finds that ^(«i, "2) vanishes identically for all 70 = 7o listed
above. Hence these trivial roots have to be excluded from the consideration.

The number of all nontrivial nonequivalent sets {/i,0,7} in the variety {A} now can
be easily counted. In accordance with the definition (12) of Ao at even N there are y
even {l\} with -y — 1 nonequivalent roots and y odd {1^} with —• — 2 ones. At odd N
there are ^ ^ even {/1} and ^f^- odd {/1} with ^f^ nonequivalent roots in both cases.
Hence the variety {A} contains just Jv^~3-i elements for both even and odd N. Taking



into account also JV "disconnected" eigenstates (3), one gets the required number of two-
magnon eigenvectors, ' 2 • The proof of completeness is finished.

To conclude, it is worth to note that the questions concerning the distribution of
nontrivial roots of Eq.(14) within the torus TJV.ATW remain open and presumably may be
answered only by numerical analysis. At this stage any analog of Bethe's string hypothesis
about this distribution is not formulated. It would be interesting to consider these details
after constructing the general solutions to all multimagnon sectors of the model.
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